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CArD

dear readers,
Welcome to the last issue of the (school) 

year. We are sure you can’t wait for summer 
to begin so that you can sleep in, read, explore 
new countries or maybe just chill out with 
a lemonade in your hand and enjoy the sun. 
Well, the summer is not quite here, but in 
this issue we will try to bring you closer 
to the holidays with every article. Visit 
sunny Malta with us or explore mysterious 
underground London. If that’s not enough, 
travel to space and visit the moon!

If travelling isn’t your cup of tea and you’d 
rather get lost in a good book, we’ve got some 
hot tips on recent young adult literature. 
Not sure how to make your summer more 
interesting? We’ve got an article about unusual 
summer activities. Need more inspiration? 
We recommend some of the best accounts on 
Instagram. 

Put passion into your holidays this summer 
and do something crazy and unconventional. 
Worry less and live more. Hm, now it is 
beginning to sound like one of those Instagram 
accounts... Just turn the page and enjoy this 
month’s issue. 

Your Bridge team

30

TEACHErs’ 
FiLE

CD
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POLICe TRANSLATORS
You might fi nd English slang a bit confusing, 
especially when you’re watching TV and 
fi lm. But it’s not just students learning 
English who get lost. British police can’t 
keep up, and they now have started to 
employ translators to understand the slang 
used in YouTube comments, social media 
posts, text messages and so on. This “youth 

language” mixes working‑class English 
with words from black Caribbean dialect, 
Arabic and even Polish. Examples include 
“wagwan” (what’s up), “akhi” (friend), “ends” 
(your neighbourhood), “gwop” (money) and 
“bantz” (joking and fun). It’s often used in 
song lyrics, especially in grime and drill, two 
types of British hip‑hop.

MOSQuITO MuSIC
Summer is great, but all too often it brings 
out the blood‑suckers. We reach for insect 
sprays and mosquito screens (= nets to cover 
windows). But could there be another way? 
A recent study reports that mosquitoes bite 
less when played the dubstep track “Scary 
Monsters and Nice Sprites” by Skrillex. 
The researchers 
suggest that 
the noise interferes 
with the mosquitoes’ 
communication. More 
research is clearly 
needed to fi nd out 
whether the eff ect 
applies to only this track, to Skrillex’s music 
in general or maybe all dubstep (= a type 
of electronic dance music). In any case, 
it shows how diff erent Bridge editors are 
from mosquitoes. When we listened to 
the track, it made us want to bite someone. 
Preferably Skrillex.

Found
on the  

Internet 

B1–B2 NeWs

scan the Qr code or go to 
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WsenszJ2-Jw 
to listen to the anti-mosquito song.

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)
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B1–B2 culture 

Events 
DiaryCultural tips

Liam Peach (UK)
Mira Školová (SK)

The Last Breath of Summer
This little gem4 among Slovak festivals 
is getting better every year. Bytča 
will be hosting artists from all over 
the country again this August, and 
some of the guests will surely have 
something to say. Davová psychóza, 
the mysterious legend of local punk 
with, for many people, some of 
the best lyrics in the Slovak language, 
will perform, as well as Noisecut and 
Bad Karma Boy, for example. These 

two bands have a special gift to 
catch the atmosphere that reigns5 in 
Bratislava and if the Slovak capital’s 
attractiveness is hard to understand 
for you, Hviezdne noci can bring you 
closer to its secret. As always, there 
will be a stage for children, so if 
your parents make you go with your 
younger sibling, the problem is solved, 
and theatre and film events will take 
place as well.

A Festival That Leaves a Trace
Do you enjoy music but your heart aches when you see 
the amount of rubbish people produce at summer festivals? 
Ekofest, a benefit event concerned3 about nature, was created 
in 2008 for people like you. It is the only festival of its type in 
Central Europe and thanks to it, 155 trees, 200 rose bushes 
and new lawns with meadow flowers have been planted since 
then. Horkýže Slíže, Lukáš Adamec and the punk band From Our 
Hands will play. Music can hide a great message, so if you are 
worried about what such events leave behind, you can make it 
up by visiting this one‑day festival. 

Art Harvest8

Do you ever wonder what 
art schools students do all 
day long? Maybe they don’t 
suffer during the never‑ending 
chemistry lessons, but they 
certainly work. Škola úžitkového 
výtvarníctva, or simply ŠUV‑ka, 
has prepared an exhibition of 
its students’ work. Teenagers 
who major9 in animation, digital 
painting, design, photography, 
textile design or advertising 
will present their work and 
anyone who has doubts will 
have a chance to find out 
whether artists really need to 
be hardworking or not.

Classics Onscreen
No doubt you have heard at 
your literature lesson about 
Tanec nad plačom. If you have 
not, don’t worry, sooner or later 
you will. It is one of the most 
significant6 Slovak plays and 
part of the maturita test. In 
the past, Slovak television 
was known for producing high 
quality television films every 
Monday, often adaptation of 
the classics books. Divadlo 
Aréna decided to revive7 them, 
and Tanec nad plačom will be 
screened this time. Reading is 
great, but if you don’t feel like it 
or if you liked the play a lot, this 
adaptation will bring another 
point of view on the play.

Tanec nad plačom, 
Divadlo Aréna, 
Bratislava, May 23rd

Kreatívna zóna, 
Kasárne/Kulturpark, 
Košice, until May 19th

Hviezdne noci, 
Bytča, August 15th–18th

Ekofest, Kamenný 
mlyn, Trnava, June 22nd

The end of the school year is here and with it the last 
portion of cultural tips before the summer starts. 
As always, music festivals will be where creativity 
will concentrate during the hot summer months, 
but a good play or an interesting exhibition before 
the art season is over can be nice. Enjoy the summer; 
sing, dance and laugh as much as you can, and keep 
your senses1 alert2 – don’t miss anything that could 
make this summer unforgettable.

Vocabulary
1 sense [sens] – zmysel (sluch, 

hmat apod.)
2 alert [əˈlɜːt] – pohotový
3 to concern [kənˈsɜːn] – týkať sa
4 gem [dʒem] – klenot, drahokam
5 to reign [reɪn] – panovať

6 significant �[sɪɡˈnɪfɪkənt] – 
významný

7 to revive [rɪ̍ vaɪv] – oživiť
8 harvest [hɑːvɪst] – žatva
9 to major [meɪdʒər] – študovať 

niečo ako hlavný predmet alebo 
študijný odbor
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B1–B2 ANNiVersArY CD Tracks 
7, 8, 17 TF Activities TF Lesson 

Plan 1

DiD YOu KnOW?
Neil Armstrong messed up
The fi rst words anyone said on the surface 
of the moon were, “That’s one small step for 
man, one giant leap for mankind.” It should 
have been “for a man”, but Neil was so 
excited he goofed (= made a stupid mistake).

There are only two 
photographs of Neil 
Armstrong on the moon
In all their training, no one had given much 
thought to the souvenirs, and Neil took 
almost all the pictures. It wasn’t till they got 

back to Earth that they realized almost all 
the pictures were of Buzz Aldrin.

The third man on the moon 
began with a joke
Apollo 12 astronaut Pete Conrad was quite 
a lot shorter than Neil Armstrong. When he 
stepped onto the moon, his fi rst words were 
“Man, that may have been a small one for 
Neil, but that’s a long one for me.”

Apollo 14 astronaut played 
golf on the moon
NASA said that astronaut Alan Shepard 
couldn’t take a golf club to the moon, so he 
smuggled (= took secretly) two balls and 
the head of a club with him. He attached 

the head to a tool and took two awkward one‑
handed shots. The second went 200 metres. 

There’s a lot of rubbish 
on the moon
The hundreds of bits of junk include 
the broken remains of more than 
70 spacecraft, Alan Shepard’s golf balls, used 
wet wipes and 96 bags of urine, faeces and 
vomit. In total it weights over 180,000 kg.

Fifty years ago, on July 20th 1969, we landed 
on the moon for the fi rst time – but there have 
been no manned trips to the moon since 1972. 
Why haven’t we been back? And will we ever 
go again?

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

GOOFs anD 
GOlF Balls
men on the moon

T he fi rst moon landing was a big deal, 
especially for the United States. It 
fi tted all those American ideas of 

being brave, adventurous explorers. It was 
also, very importantly, a massive symbolic 
victory over the USSR (which had been 
the fi rst country to get a man into space).

The moon missions, though, were hugely 
expensive. During the Apollo missions, NASA 
received almost 5% of the US Federal budget 
(i.e. 5% of all the money the government 
spent). These days, NASA gets about 0.4% 
of the budget, and it does a lot more than 
just space exploration (such as researching 
climate change). 

the moon relatively cheaply and they can 
stay there for ages, working non‑stop. That 
doesn’t mean lunar research has stopped, 
though. In fact, a Chinese unmanned mission 
landed for the fi rst time on the other side of 
the moon just last year. 

But it’s not only governments in the space 
game now. With private companies getting 
involved, it’s likely that we’ll see another 
manned mission in the next few years. 

By the time of Apollo 17, the last manned 
moon mission, the public were getting a bit 
bored of the whole thing. They were starting 
to wonder if it was worth the money. And 
the sad truth is that it really isn’t worth it. 
Unlike humans, robots can be dropped on 
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B2 FilM

WHAT’S HOt ON-SCREEN
Summer always brings a lot of big-budget movies, and 
this year is no exception. There will, of course, be new 
superhero and action fi lms (Spiderman: Far from Home, 
The New Mutants, Godzilla II and a whole lot more), but 
don’t let these other ones pass you by.

stealing from the Beatles: 
yesterday
 Yesterday, a musical comedy directed by Danny Boyle, imagines what 
would happen if nobody remembered one of the most famous bands 
in history: The Beatles. Well, nobody except for one man.

Yesterday tells the unusual story of Jack Malik, a  1 __________ 
musician in modern‑day England who, during a global blackout1, gets 
hit by a bus and knocked out2. When he wakes up, he learns that 
everyone in the world has mysteriously forgotten who The Beatles 
are. Since nobody knows their famous music, Jack goes on to 
plagiarize* it and pass it off 3 as his own. Thanks to the brilliant music 
of The Beatles, he becomes an overnight sensation*. But this sudden 
success brings its own  2 __________ . 

The movie stars Himesh Patel as Jack, and Lily James as his 
girlfriend, Ellie. After watching Jack  3 __________ with his music 
career for so long, Ellie is elated* about Jack’s immediate rise to 
fame, but she doesn’t know that he is stealing someone else’s music. 
Ed Sheeran also appears in 
the fi lm as a musician who gives 
very bad songwriting advice.

Yesterday is another unique 
addition to Boyle’s fi lmography, 
which includes the black 
comedy Trainspotting and 
the apocalyptic horror fi lm 
28 Days Later.  
 Damien Galeone (USA)

the missing mom: 
Where’d you Go, Bernadette
What would you do if you came home one day to fi nd that your 
mom had disappeared? This is the story behind Where’d You Go, 
Bernadette. The funny family fi lm set in Seattle stars a teenage 
daughter, a father who works at a tech company and his mysteriously 
missing wife (played by Cate Blanchett). Before her mom 
disappeared, Bee had just asked her parents for a family trip because 
she got perfect grades all through middle school*. 

The movie is based on a popular book by US writer Maria Semple. 
The novel is told through the eyes of Bee and in letters and emails 
that she fi nds in her search.  

So where did Bernadette go? Come on, what fun would it be if we 
spoiled the ending?
Auburn Scallon (USA)

Vocabulary
1 blackout  [ˈblækaʊt] – výpadok prúdu
2 to knock out  [nɒk] – omráčiť
3 to �pass �sth �off � – vydávať (niečo za čosi iné)

Glossary*
elated  [iˈleɪtɪd] – extremely happy
to plagiarize  [ˈpleɪdʒəraɪz] – to use 

someone else’s work and pretend it’s 
your own

The verb “to struggle” means to 
experience diffi  culty and make 
a great eff ort to do something. 
The noun “struggle” refers to 
a diffi  cult task, and the adjective 
“struggling” refers to somebody 
who is not successful but still 
trying hard. Can you fi ll these 
words into the gaps in the article? Read a dialogue from the movie to learn what exactly Bee wanted from 

her parents for her perfect grades at school. Fill in the missing words.

ANY IF MUCH OF THROUGH TO WHEN

Bee: Hey, Mom. Do you guys 

remember  1 _______ you told me 

2 _______ I got perfect grades all 

the way 3 _______ middle school 

I could have anything I wanted?

Bernadette: I think it was to ward 

off  (= prevent) 4 _______ further 

talk 5 _______ a pony.

Bee: Want to know what it is?

Elgie (Bee’s dad): I don’t know. 

Do we?

Bee: A family trip 6 _______ 

Antarctica.

Bernadette: Ponies are cute, and 

maybe not as 7 _______ trouble as 

we thought.

solutions in tF and 
in July on the Bridge websiteS

Agoraphobic Bernadette never 
leaves the house – until she 
suddenly disappears.

it’s not hard to get famous 
when you can pass songs by 
the Beatles off  as your own.

overnight �sensati �on � �[ˌəʊvəˈnaɪt 
senˈseɪʃn] – instant 
(= immediate) success

middle �school – 6th to 8th grade in 
US schools (usually age 11–14; 
Bee is 15)

AmE vs BrE
mum (BrE) x mom (AmE)
marks (BrE) x grades (AmE)
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B2 issue TF Activities

What’s Going On?
Sara Khan is the head of a UK government 
agency that monitors extremism (it was 
created after an Islamist bombing at an 
Ariana Grande concert in Manchester). 
Khan recently told a British newspaper 
that the fastest‑growing terrorist threat is 
from far‑right activists, who are “organised, 
professional and actively attempting to 
recruit*”. Far‑right terrorism is mostly 
motivated by extreme racist, nationalist, 
anti‑Semitic* or anti‑Muslim beliefs.

This is something we should worry about. 
We’ve seen where far‑right extremism can 
lead: in the 20th century, half of Europe fell to 
Nazism. Since the end of the Second World 
War, we have been united in fighting the return 
of fascism. So how can it be rising again? 

A Threat That’s Hard to See
Part of the answer is that we are used to 
thinking about far‑right extremists (or 
“neo‑Nazis”) as skinheads and hooligans, 
or perhaps the Ku Klux Klan. The new 
generation of far‑right extremists do not 
fit the stereotype. They consider how they 
look and sound to outsiders. They have 
conservative haircuts and nice clothes. 
They look and speak like students, bankers 
and hipsters. They are careful not to say 
anything illegal. All this is about making 
extremist views more socially acceptable 
and mainstream. 

Trolls and Chatrooms
The far‑right mass‑murderers of recent years 
have not acted on behalf of any terrorist 
group. But they acted with the support 
of communities that shared extremist 
propaganda, especially on social media. 
The new far‑right activists know how to use 
social media as a tool – not just to meet and 
communicate, but to spread propaganda and 
recruit new members. 

In the pre‑internet days, far‑right groups 
looked for possible new members through 
football clubs, biker clubs and so on. These 
days, this process mostly takes place online. 
The old groups are still there, but there are 
new communities that did not exist before 
the internet. One of these proved a welcoming 
home for the new far‑right: the trolls.

Can’t You Take a Joke?
Trolling basically means saying things online 
just to cause anger, shock and offense (look 
at the average YouTube comment section 
for a good sample). The goal of trolling is to 
make people upset. The angrier and the more 
upset the troll’s target* gets, the better (and 
the “funnier”) it is for the troll and his audience. 
Honesty is not important. Everything is 
ironic, everything is a joke, everything 
is a meme. It’s not just individual bad 
behaviour; it is a culture and a community.

On the political left, many people talk 
a lot about respecting identity. They get 
angry if you suggest that Africans are not as 
intelligent as Europeans, for example, or say 
a transgender woman is really a man. Some 
people, especially on the right, think this is 

On March 15th 2019, a 28-year old Australian man walked into two mosques in 
Christchurch, New Zealand, and killed 50 men, women and children, the youngest 
a three-year-old boy. It was yet another in a growing wave of far-right extremist 

attacks that have so far claimed dozens of lives.

TrOllinG 
CulTure And 
THe neW FAr 

riGHT

three-year-old Mucad ibrahim was the youngest 
victim of the christchurch shooting.
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a kind of censorship. They may also think 
that such beliefs about race and gender are 
ideology*, not reality. They see breaking these 
“leftist taboos” (especially by expressing 
racist, homophobic and sexist opinions) as an 
act of rebellion. To them, it is fighting leftist 
ideology with humour and “truth”. 

From laughter to Tears
The 28‑year‑old Australian who committed 
the dreadful terrorist attacks in Christchurch 
in March was a popular member of a trolling 
community. His 78‑page “manifesto*” was full 
of memes, cultural references and jokes. He 
joked that the online game Fortnite “taught 
him to kill his enemies and floss on their 
corpses*”. His last words before he started 
shooting were “Subscribe to PewDiePie”, 
a joking reference to a rivalry between two 
YouTubers, the Swedish PewDiePie and 
the Indian T‑Series. If he hadn’t then carried 
death into those two Christchurch mosques, 
the whole thing would have seemed like 
a prank*. But his online friends cheered his 
jokes even as they watched him, via Facebook 
Live, murder over 50 men, women and children. 

Humour has a big and important place in 
our culture. It can help us talk about things 
that are too awful to talk about directly. 
When we joke about something that hurts 
us, it can be a way to talk without feeling so 
much pain. But humour and irony can be used 
to hurt people too. If you make something 
sound like a joke, you can get away with* 
being racist, sexist, cruel. And if you speak 
up, you might be told that you’re a member 

of the “thought police”. All the bullying and 
racism is dismissed* as not serious: “It’s just 
trolling. What, can’t you take a joke?”

Yes, most of us can take a joke. But it’s 
clear that now we need to confront* hateful 
speech more directly, even when it hides 
behind humour. 
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Glossary*
to �recruit – to find new members
anti-Semitic – against Jewish people
target – a person who is criticised or laughed at
ideology – a set of beliefs
manifesto – a written statement of beliefs
floss �on �their �corpses – dance on their bodies

prank – practical joke
to �get �away �with – to succeed in avoiding punishment 

for something
to �dismiss – to refuse something because it’s not 

important
to �confront – to deal with

Far right
The terms right‑wing and left‑wing are 
very controversial, and some of you might 
disagree with what they mean. Broadly 
speaking, people on the right are more 
nationalist and less internationalist, so they 
are more likely to think that immigration 
is socially harmful. People on the right are 
also more likely to be religious, more likely 
to think homosexuality is wrong, and so 
on. When we talk about the far right, we 
mean that the same basic ideas are taken to 
a more extreme level. For example, the idea 
that migration is not socially healthy can 
become a belief that we need to prevent 
cultural and racial mixing. When people 
begin to think that violence is necessary, we 
can call these views extremist.

 → Have you come across any examples of 
trolling online?

 → Do you think there are any topics one 
should not joke about? Why or why not?

 → Is it important to be polite and considerate 
(= caring about the feelings of others)? 
Is there a difference between this and 
being politically correct? Try to think of 
concrete examples to support your point.

 → Is there a difference between “real life” 
and “online”? Do we act differently 
online and in real life? Should we?

D I S C u S S

Afro-swedish tess Asplund faced down a march of 
neo-Nazis in sweden, just a few months after she 
was attacked and beaten by another neo-Nazi group.  

today’s far-right extremists have 
many faces.  

does laughter defeat fear? that was the thinking 
behind the campaign “Be Kind to Your local Nazi” 
in the czech republic back in 2001.
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B2 loNdoN TF Activities

Instead of walking across the River Thames 
on the famous Tower Bridge, why not walk 
under the river instead? There are two foot 
tunnels under the Thames in East London, 
used by 1.5 million pedestrians each year. 
The Greenwich Foot Tunnel is 15 metres 

deep and 370 metres long. It was opened in 1902 to provide 
workers who lived across the river easy access to the docks and 
shipyards1 on the Isle of Dogs. You can use it at any time, day 
or night, but be warned – it is supposed to be one of the most 
haunted places in London.

The Greenwich Foot Tunnel was not enough for all the workers 
needing to cross the river, though. After nine workers drowned 
while crossing the river by boat in thick fog, the city decided to 
build another, the Woolwich Foot Tunnel. It opened in 1912 and is 
20 metres deep and 500 metres long. 

Dolores Connolly (IR)

There’s a hidden world under London. As the millions of 
Londoners and tourists fi ll the busy streets of the city, few 
give any thought to the secret world of ancient caves and 

haunted tunnels beneath their feet.

Before 2017, people used to illegally 
explore a secret disused (= no longer used) 
10km railway, 20 metres under London’s 
streets. The Mail Rail operated for over 70 
years carrying mail between Paddington 

in the west and Whitechapel in the east on driverless electric 
trains. Construction began in 1914 but was interrupted by the war, 
during which works of art from the National Portrait Gallery and 
the National Gallery of British Art were stored there.

Opened in 1927, the Mail Rail operated 22 hours daily carrying 
up to 4 million letters. Its 200 postal workers were allowed to hold 
Christmas parties underground for families and friends with light 
shows and a Santa train. It closed in 2003, but in 2017 a Postal 
Museum was opened. You can now visit the railway legally – and 
even have a ride on one of its trains. 

a CitY’s sECrEts
Weird and Wonderful places under london’s streets

a secret 
mail 
train

a Walk 
under 
the river 
thames
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Vocabulary
1 shipyard  [ˈʃɪpjɑːd] – lodenice
2 fl �int � �[fl ɪnt] – pazúrik, kremeň

3 ammuniti �on � �[ˌæmjuˈnɪʃn] – strelivo, 
munícia

4 air raid  [ˈeə reɪd] – letecký nálet

5 kerosene lamp  [ˈkerəsiːn] – 
petrolejová lampa

6 vault  [vɔːlt] – trezor

7 sewer  [ˈsuːə(r)] – kanalizácia
8 rubble  [ˈrʌbl] – suti ny, rozvaliny
9 dartboard  [ˈdɑːtbɔːd] – terč na hádzanie šípok

OK, the 35km of caves known as 
the Chistlehurst Caves aren’t natural caves. 
They’re a series of man‑made tunnels and 
caverns (= large caves) dug out to mine 
chalk and fl int2 in the 14th century. They lie 
10 metres under the streets of Chistlehurst 
in Kent, within Greater London. They were 

used as storage space for ammunition3 during the First World 
War, then for growing mushrooms in the 1930s. They protected 
Londoners during air raids4 in the Second World War, becoming 
the city’s biggest bomb shelter, accommodating up to 15,000 people 
and equipped with electric lighting, bathrooms and a hospital. 
A baby was even born there during one of the air raids.

Jimi Hendrix, David Bowie, Status Quo and The Rolling 
Stones all performed in the caves during the 1960s, and you can 
still see the remains of the old music stage. The caves are dark 
and cold. On the guided tours visitors are taken back in time and 
given an old‑fashioned kerosene lamp5 to light their way.

Sir Winston Churchill, who was prime 
minister during the Second World 
War, cleverly located his War Rooms 
in a bunker under the government 
buildings at Whitehall. He thought 
the Nazis would never think to look 
there. It worked – they didn’t. But 

when engineers worked out that the War Rooms would not survive 
a direct bomb hit, another bunker was built even deeper down. It 
was huge, with dozens of rooms and kilometres of tunnels.

Churchill and his generals held just one meeting there 
(and hated it), but it had to be kept ready so up to 40 people 
worked down there at all times. Conditions were terrible. Noisy 
water pumps worked night and day to prevent fl ooding, as did 
the equally noisy air supply. Workers had to use chemical toilets 
which were emptied by hand. They also had to cope with rats and 
spiders. Everyone smoked a lot, which made the air even more 
unpleasant (their 75‑year‑old cigarette butts still litter the fl oors). 
A wall with photos of high‑ranking Germans full of holes has been 
found – it was used as a dartboard9. The bunker is only opened to 
visitors on special tours about twice a year... but who would want 
to visit such a place anyway?

During Roman times, crowds used 
to gather at London’s amphitheatre 
to watch animal fi ghts, public 
executions and, of course, gladiators. 
The amphitheatre could hold more than 

6,000 spectators. It was located on the site of today’s Guildhall, 
the 12th‑century town hall of the City of London. The remains of 
the amphitheatre were discovered by archaeologists in 1998, 
eight metres below Guildhall, under layers of ancient rubbish and 
rubble8. Things are quieter at the amphitheatre today, but you can 
see remains of the original stone walls, timber (= wooden) seating 
and even the sand which soaked up gladiators’ blood. 

Caving in 
london? 
Yes, You 
Can!

Churchill’s 
Bunker 
underneath 
a Bunker 

Over one‑fi fth of the world’s gold 
is stored in vaults6 deep beneath 
the Bank of England: 400,000 gold 
bars, weighing 5,000 tonnes and 

worth £172 billion. There has never been a successful robbery from 
these vaults. Once, in 1836, a sewer7 worker got into them via 
a sewer tunnel, but he didn’t steal any gold; instead he told the Bank 
and received a very large reward. There’s no chance of repeating 
the trick, as a new and much stronger vault was built in the 1930s.

This is one underground space you defi nitely won’t be able to visit. 
The security guards at the entrance might look comical in their top 
hats and pink coats, but they won’t even let you past the front door. 
The best you can do is visit the Bank’s museum (for free).

a Hidden 
Gold mine

Blood in 
roman 
london
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Where’s the Heat?
Our group arrived in Malta at the beginning 
of February expecting to escape the cold 
of winter. Malta’s average temperature in 
February is usually between 10°C and 15°C, 
which sounds much better than somewhere 
around freezing, right? Well, that depends. 

In countries that are used to seasonal 
changes, most houses are prepared to keep 
you warm. In Malta, on the other hand, my 
classmates and I found that the homes 
were built to stay cool for the majority of 
the year. Very few buildings were equipped 
with (= had) central heating. It was often 
just as cold indoors as it was outdoors, 
so we began sleeping not in pajamas, but 

with sweatshirts, scarves, hats 
and two pairs of socks under 
the blankets. 

Where’s the Grass?
When I describe the landscape of Malta 
to friends and family, I usually say: 
“The beautiful areas are super touristy, and 
the areas that aren’t for tourists aren’t very 
pretty.” Now, don’t get me wrong, Malta 
has plenty of beaches and scenery. It’s just 
that a lot of it seemed to be accessible only 
by car, by very long walks from any public 
transportation stops, or through package 
tours1 designed (and priced) for the more 
than two million tourists who visit each year.

squeezing2 almost 500,000 people into 
a country of only 316 square kilometers 
doesn’t leave much room for green space, 
either. Houses in residential areas are built 
right beside each other and rarely include 
yards or public parks. My memories of 
the country are less about blue water and 
coastlines and more about lots and lots of 
beige3 buildings.    

Where’s the Bus?
About 750 out of every 1,000 people in 
Malta own a car (for comparison, 400 out of 
every 1,000 people owned a car in Slovakia 
in 2016). That puts a lot of cars on the roads. 
The only form of public transportation is by 
bus, which leaves bus riders stuck in traffi  c 
right alongside their friends and neighbors 
in cars. 

That is, if the bus you’re waiting for happens 
to actually show up. Friends and I quickly 
discovered that 20‑minute delays were 
common. The schedules posted at bus stops 
were often diff erent from those recommended 
by Google Maps, which were diff erent from 
the predictions on the local transport app. 
The cost of this unreliable transportation was 
also higher than I had expected. A three‑month 
pass for the local bus system cost 55 EUR for 
students. The whole system only runs from 
5:30am to 11pm, with an extremely limited 
night bus service.

surprisEs 
in paraDisE

Downsides (and upsides) 
of malta

Auburn Scallon (USA)

I had high hopes for spending a semester at the University 
of Malta. I love warm weather, the Mediterranean region, 
seafood and English-speaking countries, so Malta seemed 
perfect on paper* for me. In reality, my experience of this 
tiny island nation came with plenty of surprises. 

unexpected struggles

B1–B2 TRAVEL CD Track 18 TF Lesson 
Plan 2

Five things You should Know about malta 
The country of Malta actually 
includes three diff erent islands: 
the main island of Malta, 
the smaller island of Gozo to 
the north, and the tiny Comino 
Island in between them, which is 
just 3.5 square kilometers in area.

Malta was a British colony from 
the early 1800s until 1964, when it 
became independent. Because of 
this history, Malta is one of the few 
European countries that still drives 
on the left side of the road. 

Malta has two offi  cial languages – 
English and Maltese – but not every 
citizen is comfortable speaking 
both of them. Maltese itself is 
a beautifully unique language with 

strong similarities to both Arabic 
and Italian. 

The Catholic religion is a huge part 
of local life and history. There are 
more than 350 historic churches 
across the islands, many with 
beautiful domed10 rooftops.

If you want a local snack, 
try a pastizz, fried 
dough usually fi lled 
with ricotta cheese 
or mashed peas and 
often sold at stands 
on the streets. 
Rabbit stew* is 
one of the most 
traditional meals 
in Maltese cuisine.

Five things You should Know about malta 
strong similarities to both Arabic 

The Catholic religion is a huge part 
of local life and history. There are 
more than 350 historic churches 
across the islands, many with 

 rooftops.

If you want a local snack, 

No green spaces (Malta’s capital Valletta)
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A Peaceful Garden
The small Gaia Peace Grove6 on the east coast is dedicated to 
more than just peace and quiet among plant life. The trails (= paths) 
in between rows of olive trees include tributes7 to heroes from 
around the world who dedicated8 their lives to social justice* and 
world peace. A few of the names include brothers Robert and John 
F. Kennedy, Nelson Mandela and Mahatma Gandhi. 

Game of Thrones Locations
Malta’s historic vibe9 is a perfect setting for TV shows and movies, 
including some famous Game of Thrones scenes. I could easily 
imagine the characters wandering through King’s Landing (actually 
the capital of Valletta and the city of Mdina in the center of 
the island) and Fort Manoel, the location where – spoiler alert – Ned 
Stark famously lost his head.

I don’t want to leave the impression4 that there is nothing to love 
about Malta. I discovered some lovely surprises during my time there 
as well. A few of my favorite things in Malta included:

Friendly People
Our local landlords treated us as if we were their own family. They 
brought us homemade baked goods* when we signed the lease5 
to our apartment and any time they visited or fi xed (= repaired) 
something in the apartment. We still exchange messages and holiday 
cards to this day.

Festas and Fireworks
Starting in late spring and continuing through summer, there are 
village festivals called festas with fi reworks almost every week. I’ll 
never forget watching the sky explode with lights over the colorful 
fi shing village of Marsaxlokk on the southern coast. 

pleasant surprises

Vocabulary
1 package tour  [ˈpækɪdʒ tʊə(r)] – zájazd
2 to squeeze  [skwiːz] – namačkať, 

vopchať
3 beige  [beɪʒ] – béžový
4 impression  [ɪmˈpreʃn] – dojem
5 lease  [liːs] – nájomná zmluva, 

prenájom
6 grove  [grove] – háj, lesík
7 tribute  [ˈtrɪbjuːt] – pocta

8 to dedicate  [ˈdedɪkeɪt] – venovať, 
zasväti ť

9 vibe  [vaɪb] – atmosféra
10 domed  [dəʊmd] – klenutý, s kupolou

Glossary*
downside �/ �upside – disadvantage / 

advantage
good �on �paper – when a descripti on of 

sth seems bett er than it is in reality  

baked �goods – a category of food, usually 
sweet and made in an oven, such as 
cakes, cookies or pies

social �justi �ce – the idea of making society 
equal and fair for all people

rabbit �stew – pieces of rabbit meat 
cooked with vegetables

AmE vs BrE
pyjamas (BrE) x pajamas (AmE)
public transport (BrE) x public 
transportati �on (AmE)
bus �ti �metable (BrE) x bus schedule (AmE)
garden (BrE) x yard (AmE)
neighbour (BrE) x neighbor (AmE)
favourite (AmE) x favorite (AmE)
colourful (BrE) x x colorful (AmE)
centre (BrE) x center (AmE)

gaia peace grove
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W 
hether you’re enjoying 
the sunshine between 
swims, hiding from the heat 
under a tree in the park, 

or simply enjoying the comfort of your 
bed on another long, wonderful morning 
with no school, there’s one thing you need: 
a good book. 

The books we’re looking at here tell 
stories about young adults, about growing 
up and learning who you are. These books 
are stories of joy, pain and loss. They are 
explorations of age, sex and gender, of 
transformation and changes, of what 
freedom means and what it costs – 
the things that shape who we are. They are 
also great stories, so they are perfect for 
summer. After all, the perfect summer read 
should be something you can pick up and 
lose yourself in for hours. 

Hate List 
by Jennifer Brown
Valerie and her boyfriend Nick are both cut 
off from social life at school, both bullied, 

both unhappy. One day, half as a joke, half 
as a kind of self‑therapy, they start a “hate 
list” of the kids who are making their lives 
miserable. Then one day Nick takes a gun to 
school and starts shooting the children on 
the list before killing himself.

Valerie is torn apart, knowing that she 
helped put the targets on those children. 
She struggles to understand how her sweet, 
sad, gentle Nick could become the child‑
killing monster who fills the news. And when 
the police find the list, she discovers what it 
means to be made into a monster herself. 

Hate List is about perceptions*, how we 
appear to different people, how we see each 
other and how we see ourselves. It’s also about 
the stories we tell ourselves, the ways we 
rewrite the meanings of our actions to make 
us feel better about ourselves. It’s not a gentle 
read, but it’s one that will live in your mind.

B2 literAture CD Tracks 
9–11 TF Activities

Doors to
Different 
Worlds

Summer 
Holiday 

readS

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)
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This Savage Song
by V.E. Schwab 
Kate Harker’s father is head of one of the two 
great political families of the city of Veritas. 
August Flynn is the adopted son of the other 
ruling family, the Flynns. For years, the two 
families have ruled opposite ends of the city, 
always enemies but never quite at war.

Kate knows her father is far from a hero. 
He’s a cruel man, a man with a lot of blood on 
his hands. This doesn’t worry Kate. Good and 
evil, she says, are “soft words” – comforting 
lies for people who are not strong enough 
to face the hard reality of the world. Order 
and control come with cruelty, not kindness. 
And Veritas needs order, because it is full of 
monsters – the Corsai, Malchai and Sunai, 
monsters that come into existence every time 
someone in Veritas commits a violent act.

And August? He’s one of the monsters. 
Under his adoptive father’s orders, he takes 
on a false identity, joining Kate’s school and 
making friends with her so he can learn her 
family’s secrets. Kate begins to suspect her 
new best friend is not who he says he is when 
she finds things wrong with his story. But 
before she can work out his secret, Flynn 
family assassins try to kill them both. They 
escape together – two enemies, forced to 
become allies*. 

Now they need to find out: why? And why 
now? But when powerful men are playing 
the game of war, those are dangerous 
questions to ask.

The story is completed in the second 
book, Our Dark Duet.

Red Sister 
by Mark Lawrence
To the other girls in training to become 
nuns*, life in the Convent of Sweet Mercy 
seems hard and demanding. To Nona Grey, 
it is a luxury. But then, none of the other 
girls were born into villages so poor that 
the youngest children were often sold. And 
none of these girls, at ten years old, are 
already wanted* for murder.

Not everyone was pleased when the Abbess* 
brought the penniless*, uneducated and 
very low‑class Nona to study alongside 
the daughters of the wealthy and powerful. 
But the Abbess knows some of Nona’s history, 
and has guessed more. She also knows Nona 
has the gift of being very, very fast – too fast 
for most people to follow. So Nona begins 
the ten years of hard training to become 
a Red Sister: one of the nuns who are trained 
to fight to defend the Church of the Ancestor.

From its opening line (“It is important, 
when killing a nun, to ensure that you bring 
an army of sufficient size”) it is clear that 
Red Sister is not the kind of “teen read” your 
grandparents buy you to encourage you to 
read, but you won’t want to put it down. 

This is the first book in a trilogy. 

Glossary* 
perceptions �– how we see things
allies – people who help and support each 

other
to enslave – to make someone into a slave 

(a person who is owned)
to resent – to feel angry with someone and 

not forgive them

nun – a member of a female religious 
community; nuns live in a place called 
a convent

wanted – searched for as a criminal
abbess – the woman in charge of a convent
penniless – completely poor, with no 

money at all

Who Fears Death 
by Nnedi Okorafor
It is the distant future. Our civilization has 
long ago been destroyed by climate change. 
War is constant. In the deserts of what 
was once Sudan, the light‑skinned Nuru 
are slowly expanding across the country, 
defeating and enslaving* the dark‑skinned 
Okeke. The two peoples• do not mix and 
marry.

Among them are a few who are different – 
the mixed‑race Ewu, the children of rape. 
The Ewu are resented* for being living 
reminders of war. They are mistrusted• 
because they are “children of hate”. And they 
are feared and often murdered because they 
are powerful: they have magic. 

One of these Ewu children is Onyesonwu 
(the name means “who fears death”). The novel 
follows her as she grows up and learns what it 
means to be hated and punished for what she 
is and not for what she does. Onyesonwu must 
decide what it means to her to be Ewu. She 
learns to form relationships and make her own 

choices, and to pay the price for discovering 
who – and what – she really is. 

Who Fears Death is currently being 
adapted into an HBO series produced by 
George RR Martin (Game of Thrones).

Language Points•
• �The word people has two meanings. 

It can be the plural of “person”, but it 
can also be a singular noun referring 
to people of a particular culture, 
ethnicity or race. In such a case, 
the plural is peoples.

• �The prefix mis- �is used to form 
the opposite of some words (to 
mistrust = to not trust), to express 
that something is done wrongly 
(to misunderstand = to understand 
wrongly) or to express that something 
is bad (to misbehave = to behave 
badly).
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B1–B2 iNVeNtioNs

Slovak-Americans 
who made 
a contribution
in slovakia’s past, it was not always easy to 
make a diff erence staying in your homeland. 
Who are some of the inventors who managed to 
succeed thanks to the fertile conditions off ered 
at the time by the United states?

Halušky, folklore and Andy Warhol (who was a Ruthenian1 
anyway) – the list of what Slovakia has to off er to 
the world always repeats itself in a very boring way. 
Clever and curious people are born everywhere, but not 
everywhere do they have conditions favourable2 enough 
to make the best3 out of their talent. Here are some of 
the inventions by Slovak people that managed to form part 
of our everyday life.

What Have slovaks 
Ever Done for the World?

Petzval Objective8

Long before the era of selfi es, people liked having their picture taken. 
However, it wasn’t a question of a single click. With the fi rst camera, 
it took minutes of standing in front of the lens to create one single 
photo. Jozef Maximilian Petzval (1807–1891) from Spišská Belá helped 
people save time by inventing the Petzval lens8 which shortened 
the time to less than a minute, comparing to the fi ve, fi fteen or 
even thirty minutes before. He is father to modern optics and 
photography, and invented optical mechanisms that are still used 
today in digital cinematography and even astronomy.

AeroMobil
If you are driving on a road one day and the car in front of you 
suddenly takes off , it might be only Štefan Klein (born in 1959) from 
Nitra fl ying his AeroMobil 3.0, 
the fi rst fl ying car in the world to 
reach mass production. It should 
be commercially available from 
2020, but don’t get too excited – 
besides being very expensive, 
you will need both driving and 
fl ying licences. Štefan Klein also 
is the fi rst person to have ever 
fl own the AeroMobil, and this 
is how he describes it: “I just 
pushed a button and took off . 
The sensation of a  lifetime6.”

ESET Antivirus Software
Miroslav Trnka, born in Trnava in 1961, is one of the co-founders4 of 
ESET, an informatics security company. Its most famous product 
is the antivirus software ESET NOD32. The NOD in the name of 
the antivirus means nemocnica na okraji disku, which shows that 
besides the vision and all the hard work, there was also creativity and  
a sense5 of humour at the beginning of the company.

Ján Dopjera, aka John Dopyera 
(1893–1988) was born in Stráže, 
but at the age of 15 he moved 
to the USA. In 1926 he patented 
the resonator guitar. 
He made it by himself 
and sold it with his 
brothers and they 
started a guitar 
company called 
Dobro (DOpyera 
BROthers). 
The company’s 
motto was “Dobro 
means good in any 
language”. 

stephen Ditko (1927–2018) was born 
in Pennsylvania to a fi rst‑generation 
American immigrant Slovak family. 
He was co‑creator of Spiderman 
(1962) and many others from 
Marvel Comics.

Alexander 
Getting 
(1912–2003), 
was born in 
New York 
to Slovak 
immigrants from Bytča. In 
1960 he become president 
of the Aerospace 
Corporation and under his 
leadership the GPS Global 
positioning system was 
developed.

Vocabulary
1 Ruthenian  [ruˈθːniən] – Rusín, 

rusínsky
2 favorable  [feɪvərəbəl] – priaznivý
3 to make the best out of st – využiť 

niečo čo najviac
4 co-founder � �[kəˈfaʊndər] – 

spoluzakladateľ

5 sense  [sens] – zmysel
6 sensati �on �of �a �lifeti �me �

 [senˈseɪʃən əv ə laɪft aɪm] – zážitok 
na celý život

7 objecti �ve � �[əbˈdʒektɪv] – objektí v 
(kamery, fotoaparátu)

8 lens  [lenz] – šošovka
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B1–B2 puZZles

MIND BENDERS
Megan LeBoeuf (USA)

How much have you learned about 
Shakespeare in this corner over the months? 
Try our Shakespeare summary to see how well 
you know the famous English author’s work.

Tragedy or Comedy?
Write (T) for tragedy or (C) for comedy next 
to these famous plays:

1 A Midsummer Night’s Dream

2 Macbeth

3 Romeo and Juliet

4 Much Ado About Nothing

Famous Phrases
Choose the corr ect word to complete some 
of Shakespeare’s famous phrases:

5 “To thine own self be __________ .”

A kind 
B cruel 
C true

6 “To be, or not to be: that is 

___________________ .”

A my decision 
B the question 
C all that matters

7 “Something wicked this way 

____________ .”

A comes 
B goes 
C looks

Match the Meaning
Match the Shakespearian phrases to more 
modern English with a similar meaning.

8 “Wherefore art thou Romeo?” 
(Romeo & Juliet)

9 “I will wear my heart upon my sleeve.” 
(Othello)

10 “Can one desire too much of 
a good thing?” 
(As You Like It)

11 “Though she be but little, she is fi erce.” 
(Midsummer Night’s Dream)

A You could never have enough, right?

B Why do you have to be from that 
family?

C Watch out for that small girl, she may 
surprise you.

D Everyone can clearly see how I feel.

Auburn 

scallon
(USA)

travel virus
A travel agent was reviewing the travel plans for all their clients for the next week when 

a computer virus destroyed most of the data in the fi les. If they can’t recover the lost data, 
they’ll lose their job! Use the remaining information to fi ll in the table.

 The trips are to Brazil, China, Jamaica, 
Kenya, New Zealand and Switzerland.

 The clients are leaving between Monday, 
June 10th and Saturday, June 15th.

 Two people are leaving on Wednesday 
and no one is leaving on Thursday. 

 One of the female clients has a trip 
the same length as Antonio’s.

 Nicole isn’t going to Brazil.

 One of the female clients is leaving last.

 Lucy is leaving four days after Nicole.

 The person going to Jamaica has 
the shortest trip, one week long.

 All of the male clients are going to 
somewhere in the Eastern hemisphere of 
the planet.

 The person with the second‑shortest trip 
is leaving second.

 Jacob’s trip will be two weeks long.

 The person going to New Zealand will be 
there for three weeks.

 Two people have trips one month long, 
half as long as the person going to China.

 Nicole is leaving fi rst.

 The person leaving on Friday is going 
to Asia.

 The longest trip is two months long.

 Antonio’s trip is half as long as Lucy’s. 

 The person leaving on the 11th is going to 
Europe. 

CLiEnT nAME DEsTinATion TriP LEnGTH DEPArTUrE DATE

Jacob Liu

rebecca smith

Antonio ricci

nicole Mwangi

Lucy Black

Carlos Tirado
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B1 MAturitA / didAKticKý test CD Track 5

Part 1 10 points

an aCtivE summEr
For questions 01–10, read the text below and fill in the gaps with the correct answer (A–D). 
There is only one corrrect answer for each gap.
Look at the question (00) for an example.

LANguAge IN uSe

Example: (00) – A

Hiking is  00   
great activity for summer. Slovakia 

has beautiful mountains and they welcome  01   

visitor who wishes to enjoy their beauty. The High Tatras offer more 

than 400 km of  02   
marked walking trails. If you 

are not an experienced hiker, there are mountain guides to help you 

so there really isn’t any excuse for not knowing your home country’s 

most visited national park.

Trail markers are usually on stones and trees and you can also 

buy a tourist map where all the trekking paths are marked. Local 

guides can explain anything you need to know or you can even take 

a guided tour. Mountain guiding has a long tradition in Slovakia 

and dates  03   
to 1874 when the Association 

of Mountain Guides was founded. Tatra guides will take you to 

any peak of the mountains. Some of them, for example Gerlach, 

are  04   
only with a guide since the trail is 

not marked. 

If you don’t feel fit enough for such a trip, 

you can  05   
a rest in 

one of the huts. They are often located high in 

the mountains and all the food in them is provided 

by sherpas – local people who carry all the supplies 

up to the huts on their backs. 

In summer months you might meet a bear on 

your trip, but calm down, the chances are not that 

high,  06   
summer weather is 

often too hot for them. If you are afraid of meeting 

a bear anyway, never hike alone, hang a bear bell 

on your backpack and  07
  

talking to your friend  08   

that any bear can hear you coming. 

Bears are feared, but bear watching, however, has become 

a very popular summer activity in recent years. There are more 

than 150 brown bears in just the Western Tatra Mountains, and if 

you wish to observe them in their natural habitat, you can book 

a guided bear watching tour. The Tatra Mountains have a lot to offer 

and native wildlife is something everyone should get in touch with  

09   
time to time. It changes one’s perspective 

on our place on this planet. And of course,  10   

active summer is the best kind of summer. 

00 (A) a (B) the (C) an (D) —

01 (A) all (B) no (C) some (D) any

02 (A) fully (B) extremely (C) all (D) wholly

03 (A) far (B) back (C) into (D) further

04 (A) regrettable (B) available (C) accessible (D) welcoming

05 (A) make (B) take (C) get (D) ask

06 (A) how (B) when (C) if (D) since

07 (A) stay (B) keep (C) go (D) pretend

08 (A) so (B) then (C) for (D) because

09 (A) from (B) for (C) to (D) in

10 (A) a (B) — (C) any (D) an
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a) Summer holidays are something we are so used to 
that we simply take them for granted. Ten months 
of suff ering at school deserves a decent reward, 
right? But it would only take a short trip back in 
history to realize how much we have to be thankful 
for at the end of every school year, because 
summer holidays in the form we know them today 
have only existed for about one century.

b) Kids had no holidays whatsoever until 
the eighteenth century, even though two hundred 
years before that, Jan Amos Komenský came up 
with the idea of a break for pupils. It was only in 
1774 that Maria Theresa, famous for her reforms, 
introduced holidays into every pupil’s (and 
teacher’s) life.

c) At that point, school attendance was not 
compulsory, so children didn’t have to go to 
school every day anyway. But don’t think they 
were allowed to stay at home all day long killing 
time. When they stayed at home, it was in order 
to help around the house. When Maria Theresa started with 
compulsory schooling, most parents were against it, so she 
introduced three weeks off  so parents wouldn’t lose the help 
children originally meant for every household.

d) Maria Theresa’s son, Joseph II, a very enlightened emperor, 
moved the holidays from autumn to summer. In 1805, summer 
holidays were prolonged to fi ve weeks and since 1835 kids have 
had eight weeks of holiday every summer and the beginning 
of the school year has been set as September 1st. And that is 
the way it has worked until today. 

e) And what are summer holidays like around the world? In 
Mexico and Switzerland, high school students have only one 
month off . In Kenya, the school year starts on January 1st, so 
summer holidays are in the middle of the school year and last 
only for a month. In Australia, summer holidays take place in 
December, January and February, so they include Christmas 
and New Year’s Eve. In Japan, the forty day summer holiday 
begins in July but school starts in April, after the spring break, 
so the kids get plenty of homework to work on during summer. 
Lucky us, right?

B2 MAturitA / didAKticKý test CD Track 6

solutions on the cd, in tF and next 
month on the Bridge websiteS

ReADINg
Part 2 6 points

tWO mOntHs OFF
Read the following article about the history of summer holidays. 
Decide whether statements 1–6 are (A) true or (B) false. 
For each statement, you should also write the letter (a–e) of the paragraph that supports your answer. 

01 in some countries, summer holidays are not at the end of 
the school year.
(A) true   (B) false 
Which paragraph (a)–(e) supports your answer? 

02 Maria Theresa wanted all children to have some 
schooling.
(A) true   (B) false 
Which paragraph (a)–(e) supports your answer? 

03 Even before Maria Theresa’s reforms, children had to go 
to school every day.
(A) true   (B) false 
Which paragraph (a)–(e) supports your answer? 

04 in Japan, kids have to work around the house during 
summer break.
(A) true   (B) false 
Which paragraph (a)–(e) supports your answer? 

05 Joseph ii moved summer holidays from summer to 
autumn.
(A) true   (B) false 
Which paragraph (a)–(e) supports your answer? 

06 Children have had summer holidays in the form we know 
them today for more than two hundred years.
(A) true   (B) false 
Which paragraph (a)–(e) supports your answer? 
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It takes a bit of training to get into running, 
but it’s worth it. The feeling that comes after 
a few miles is simply amazing. You forget 
your problems, focus on the playlist in your 
earbuds or the noises surrounding you, and 
once you get home you feel like a winner.

Stay Forever Young? 
Of course, it is natural to struggle with 
motivation sometimes. For me, the most 
helpful thing has been to remind myself 
of all the good things running can give me. 
I keep myself in good shape, I prevent heart 
disease – and I always have a reason to buy 
new shoes! Studies have shown that running 
regularly can make you age slower. Every 
time I’m lazy, I remember the satisfaction 
after every run and that always makes me 
put on my leggings and hit the road.

Get Started, Go Further
If you’re a beginner, it’s a good idea to 
start with jogging – running at a slow, 

regular speed. Learn how to breathe 
by synchronizing your steps with your 
breathing. It takes practice, but it’s worth it 
(no one likes the sharp pain of a stitch, which 
is caused by breathing the wrong way). Don’t 
worry if you’re very slow at fi rst. Be patient. 
Improvement will come.

Run with the Pack
 Lots of people want to top the season with 
a challenging distance run. Running has 
become so popular that there are open races 
all around the country. These races are great 
because you run with the support of a big pack 
of fellow runners around you, which gives you 
the drive not to stop. Beh Sity, for example, 
opens the running season every March, or 

you can try National Run Devín, the highlight 
of the season, organised since 1921.

Other public runs are connected to 
charities or foundations, so that the starting 
fee goes to support a good cause. That’s 
motivating for people who don’t care too 
much about competitive running but want to 
help others. One such is Beh Pro Autis, taking 
place every April in Trenčín, but try spending 
a few minutes googling and you will fi nd 
many races like that in your area.

Just Run!
It doesn’t matter whether you can run 
a marathon or not. The most important thing 
is that you build a healthy relationship with 
a sport you can perform everywhere and at 

Mobile Motivation
Training with a mobile app can help with 
your motivation. Apps measure your 
average speed, ascent and descent, they 
notify you after each kilometre, and you 
can use them to set intervals for HIIT. An 
app can help move your training to the next 
level, but it also feels great to see all 
the kilometres at the end of each month and 
it gives you the kick to run even more. I’ve 
had the best experience with Endomondo, 
but you will fi nd many free apps like Nike 
Running or Runtastic. 

ruNNiNG aNd all iTS PerKS
Running can be the perfect way to relax 
your brain and exercise at the same 
time. You don’t need any special 
equipment or a gym membership, 
and even a temperature that’s a few 
degrees below comfortable doesn’t 
have to stop you. The hardest part is 
getting off  the couch.

B1–B2 sport

MOVE YOUR FEET
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any time. Once you learn how to breathe and 
turn off  your mind, running will no longer 
be something you have to force yourself to 
do. It will turn into a hobby and maybe even 
a lifestyle. 

So, the next time the sun is shining outside 
and you have a free afternoon, put your 
shoes and music on and give it a try. You’ll see 
the world from a new and exciting perspective. 
And remember, to be the runner you want to 
be, you must fi rst be the runner you are now. 
Šárka Tauchmanová (CZ)
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Match the words from the article with their defi nitions.
1 perk [pɜːk]

2 earbuds [ˈɪəbʌdz]

3 stitch [stɪtʃ]

4 pack [pæk]

5 uneven [ʌnˈiːvn]

6 strain [streɪn]

7 ascent [əˈsent]

8 descent [dɪˈsent]

9 recovery [rɪˈkʌvəri]

A a group (e.g. of wolves or 
dogs)

B a sharp pain on one side of 
the body under the ribs

C an extra advantage
D getting better (in health)
E moving down
F moving up
G in‑ear headphones
H pressure, diffi  culty
i not fl at

solutions in tF and in July 
on the Bridge websiteS

NOT JUST JOGGING
if a simple run isn’t enough for you, you can try some 
other types of running.

every June, you can enjoy the night atmosphere of Bratislava during the Moon 
run. it starts at the confl uence of the danube and the Morava rivers under devín 
castle and fi nishes at Bratislava castle in the very center of the city.

Don’t worry 

if you’re very 

slow at fi rst.
HIIT
If you’re more interested in fi tness, you 
can try a new popular technique called 
High Intensity Interval Training, or HIIT. It’s 
highly eff ective and many people also fi nd 
it more enjoyable. The training consists of 
short, hard running with slower recovery 
periods in between. To give an example: 
sprint as fast as you can for 30 seconds 
and then “rest” by running your usual 
pace for three minutes. And repeat. You’ll 
fi nish your usual distance faster and 
the diff erence in your form after a few 
weeks practising this will surprise you.

TRAIL RUNNING
Cities often have plenty of good 
paths for running but, especially 
if you live in the countryside, you 
might want to try trail running. 
This is running off ‑road on walking 
paths. It’s more demanding than 
road running as you must focus 
more on where you put your feet, 
and the uneven terrain puts strain 
on more muscles. It’s a great way to 
get in touch with nature.  

PLOGGING
The name combines “jogging” and plocka 
upp which means “to pick” in Swedish. 
Wear an old backpack while you run, 
and whenever you see some litter, pick it 
up and put it in the backpack. That way 
you’re not just doing something good for 
your body, but for the environment, too. If 
you’re worried about running around with 
a backpack full of rubbish, try bringing 
a friend – you’ll feel less embarrassed and 
you will both have a new hobby in common. 
It might sound a little odd to you, but it can 
turn a run into a treasure hunt.
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like Youtube 
for Your Ears
the World of podcasts 
These days, many of us don’t watch a lot of TV; we have YouTube 
instead. We watch what we want to, when we want to. But what 
about radio? Well, instead of that, we have podcasts.

P 
odcasts are audio‑only, 
which means there is only 
sound, no video. You usually 
use an app to follow your 

favourite podcasters, who release 
new episodes regularly. The topics? 
Lifestyles, news from around 
the world, interviews with famous 
people, stories, history – anything you 
can imagine!

Podcasts are also a great way to get 
better at English. By listening to English 
podcasts, you can easily improve 

your listening comprehension and 
learn new vocabulary while learning 
interesting things or just enjoying good 
stories. Many people watch English 
fi lms with subtitles, but focusing on 
just the audio can help you even more. 

The best thing about podcasts 
is that you can listen to them 
everywhere. On your way to school, 
on a walk, while tidying your room 
or doing anything else that doesn’t 
demand your full attention. Podcasts 
are perfect for long journeys, too.

Pick Your Podcast
There are so many podcasts to explore that it might seem hard to 
know where to start. Here are some tips from Bridge readers.

ADeLA: I listen to 
a podcast called Stay 
Free: The Story of 
The Clash. It’s a story 
of the British punk rock 
band The Clash. You can 

learn a lot about the history of the band, 
its members and their personal lives. I like 
it because I’m into ’80s music and I’m a big 
fan of the band. The podcast is narrated 
by Chuck D of Public Enemy.

VIeRKA: I listen to 
a comedy podcast called 
Loudmouths, in which 
three guys talk about 
topics ranging from 
what’s going on around 

the world to things like movies or video 
games. I like their sense of humour and 
the very often nerdy discussions.

MATeJ: I listen a lot to 
a podcast with a name 
that speaks for itself. 
“Lore” means an old 
legend or a story that 
is connected with 

a certain place. Each episode of Lore 
is about a creepy, thrilling story of 
something that really happened. I listen 
to it because I like horror stories and 
history, and this combines those two 
topics in a perfect way. 

BeTKA: My favourite 
podcast is The Wooden 
Spoon by Sixteenth 
Productions. It’s a group 
of four students who 
talk about interesting 

everyday topics, such as perfectionism, 
how to deal with rejection or what 
productivity really means. The best thing 
about this podcast? It’s made by people 
our age, who speak in a beautiful British 
English, so they understand how you feel 
and you understand what they say.

Jana Staňková (CZ)
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)
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Vocabulary
1 errand  [ˈerənd] – pochôdzka
2 drawback  [ˈdrɔːbæk] – 

nevýhoda, nedostatok
3 melti �ng �point � �[ˈmeltɪŋ] – bod 

topenia, tavenia

4 to run for mayor  [meə(r)] – 
kandidovať na post starostu

5 blue – smutný 
6 orchard  [ˈɔːtʃəd] – sad
7 imaginary  [ɪ̍ mædʒɪnəri] – 

imaginárny, neexistujúci
8 tan  [tæn] – svetlohnedý

weLCOMe TO NIgHT VALe
Night Vale is a friendly desert community 
where the sun is hot, the moon is beautiful, and 
mysterious lights pass overhead while we all 
pretend to sleep.

In this small desert town, things are strange. Once 
a forest grew out of nowhere to whisper compliments to 
anybody nearby. Another time a strange glowing cloud 
rolled in and it started raining cats and dogs (and other 
dead animals). You can’t be sure of anything – not even 
the sky and stars above. 

You visit this desert town by listening to the Night Vale 
Community Radio Show. The presenter, Cecil, talks about 
the people and happenings in this odd little town. Each of 
his shows is around 25 minutes long, and you don’t need to 
listen to them in any order (even time is weird in Night Vale).

Night Vale Community Radio also plays music, 
with a diff erent song each episode. It’s a great way to 
explore diff erent genres and discover some less‑known 
musicians and bands. To try the podcast, go to 
www.welcometonightvale.com.

Vocabulary to run for mayor  [meə(r)] – 

Here are some of night vale’s most interesting citizens. Who knows what is 
going to happen with all these people in a small desert town?

Old woman Josie is the oldest 
citizen of Night Vale. She once 
befriended some angels, and now 
they help her with housework, 
accompany her on errands1 and tell 
her things they know.

Khoschek is the community radio 
station’s pet cat. Its only drawback2 
is that it is stuck fl oating four feet 
above the sink in the men’s bathroom. 
Otherwise, it’s a lovely pet to have.

The faceless old woman secretly 
lives in your home. She is there 
now, though you may not know 
about her. If you’ve ever wondered 
why your Google search 
history includes things like 
“pictures of dead wolves” 
or “the melting point3 
of birds”, she might be 
the reason. Don’t be 
scared, though. She is 
probably harmless.

Hiram McDaniels is just an 
ordinary guy who has mysteriously 
turned into a fi ve‑headed dragon. All 
his heads have diff erent personalities 
and colours. His gold head is very 
talkative and friendly. It’s running for 
mayor4. His grey head doesn’t talk 
much and often feels blue5.

John Peters, the farmer, has a peach 
orchard6 just outside of the town. 
Growing peaches in the desert is an 
impossible task, but he also grows 
imaginary7 corn. People all over 
the world come to buy his imaginary 
corn, and it’s made him rich and 
successful. 

The man in the tan jacket came 
to town as a stranger. Nobody knows 
him. When you’re not looking at him, 
you immediately forget everything 
except that he has a tan8 jacket 
and a suitcase. He seems quite nice, 
though.

THe PeOPLe OF NIgHT VALe 

history includes things like 

EDitOrs’ 
piCK
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B1–B2 series: couNter-cultures

You’ll see roadmen in all the poorer areas of 
London. They wear branded sportswear, ride 
bicycles and listen to (and make) the British 
hip‑hop called grime. The mostly black 
subculture is often associated with drugs, 
crime and violence, especially in the media – 
but that’s been true of every working‑class 
subculture.

“Subcultures don’t exist much 
anymore because ‘mainstream’ culture 
incorporates (= includes) them too 
quickly.” – Bailout, forum poster

Do subcultures still matter? What 
subcultures can you think of today? 
Do you feel a member of any subculture? 

D I S C u S S

Biohackers want to take control of their 
own bodies to get closer to an “ideal”. Some 
biohacking, called “bodymodding”, is just for 
looks (implanted horns and split tongues, 
for example). Other biohacks are functional, 
such as implanted tech. A biohacker in 
Sydney implanted the chip from his travel 
card into his hand. Another got headphones 
built into his ears. A fi lmmaker who was 
blind in one eye decided to replace it with 
a camera. Some biohackers use experimental 
medical drugs to try to “hack” (= modify) 
their brains, and a few are even trying to 
change their DNA using the newest genetic 
engineering technology.

This subculture grew out of hardcore punk, 
but it is punk without alcohol or drugs. Like 
other punks, straight‑edgers are rebelling 
against the conformist and capitalist 
mainstream, and they often get involved 
in protests (sometimes including illegal 
protests, such as violent animal‑rights 
activism). Also, like other punks, some groups 
get involved in vandalism, violence and 
criminal activities. So although they don’t 
drink or take drugs, it’s not because they’re 
“soft goodies”. Straight‑edgers believe that 
the drink‑and‑drug culture around punk 
makes it weaker as a rebellious movement.

Juggalos began as fans of the US hip‑hop 
group Insane Clown Posse, but today it is 
a true subculture with its own slang and 
characteristics. In the US there are more than 
a million people who identify as Juggalos. 
The look includes tattoos and face paint, 
but to most Juggalos the most important 
thing is the Juggalo “family”. Many Juggalos 
come from poor areas with social problems, 
and they help and support each other. 
Unfortunately, some groups have become 
connected with organized crime and violence, 
and the FBI classifi es them as a gang. 

Survivalism is a subculture of people who 
believe there will soon be a breakdown 
of social order, whether for political, 
environmental, social or religious reasons. 
They share information on how to prepare 
(“prep”) for this, such as by getting medical 
and self‑defence training, installing 
electricity generators and keeping 
long‑term supplies of food, water and fuel.  
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B1–B2 scieNce / grAMMAr FiXer TF Grammar 
Fixer

At least one massive asteroid defi nitely 
hit the earth at that time: we have found 
the crater, and it is so big that the explosion 
must have been like 2 million Tsar Bombas 
(the biggest nuclear bombs ever made). 
That could easily have killed everything for 
thousands of kilometres around. 

The Deepest Cut
The earth is more than a few thousand 
kilometres wide, though. Even with 
earthquakes and tsunamis, could this one 
explosion have killed all the dinosaurs, 
everywhere? And if so, how did fi sh, 
amphibians3 and mammals4 survive?  

When that city‑sized asteroid hit the earth, 
it would have been travelling at 30km per 
second. Even the solid rock of the planet’s 
surface wouldn’t have stopped it. It must 
have gone several kilometres into the ground – 
turning the rock into vapour5 that went 
straight up, through the atmosphere and into 
the freezing cold of space. 

A Rain of Fire 
The process of producing glass is based on 
melting rock (in the form of sand) until it 
is liquid. That must have happened to that 
cloud of vaporised rock (= rock that turned 
into vapour). It cooled into uncountable 
numbers of tiny glass beads6. They were 
caught in the earth’s gravity, and they spread 
out until they were all around the planet. 
And then they fell.

As the beads fell, they heated up. The sky 
must have turned white with their heat. Near 
the ground, it would have been hot enough 
for plants to catch fi re. A huge fi restorm 
covered the planet. There aren’t many fossils 
because everything burned. Every living 
thing above the ground – plants, dinosaurs, 
mammals, insects, everything – was killed. 
Everything. In just a few hours.

The Weak Take the Earth
Anything that was in deep water or more 
than about 15cm underground would have 
been safe from the fi re, including seeds, 
plant roots, insect larvae, small animals that 
nest underground, and even some very small 
dinosaurs – the ones that were evolving 
into birds.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Vocabulary
1 doom  [duːm] – skaza, záhuba
2 to starve  [stɑːv] – hladovať, nechať hladovať
3 amphibian  [æmˈfɪbiən] – obojživelník
4 mammal  [ˈmæml] – cicavec 
5 vapour  [ˈveɪpə(r)] – para
6 bead  [biːd] – korálka
7 estuary  [ˈestʃuəri] – ústi e rieky

In North Dakota, palaeontologists 
recently found a new fossil site. At 
the time the asteroid hit, it was an 
estuary7. Vibrations from the asteroid 
mixed up the water and earth, 
catching plants and animals in mud 
and protecting their dead bodies from 
the fi restorms. The palaeontologists 
studying this site say that along with 
tiny beads of glass and the fossils of 
plants and fi sh, they have also found 
dinosaurs. It’s the fi rst strong evidence 
that dinosaurs really were doing well 
until the planet was destroyed by 
the rain of burning glass.  

They ruled the earth for 350 million 
years, and then, suddenly, 
they were gone. What killed 
the dinosaurs? Did volcanoes cause 
a decades-long winter that starved2 
them to death? Were they killed by 
an asteroid? Or did they just die?

Every living 
thing above 

the ground was 
killed.

WHEN 
THE WORLD
 BURNEDtHE truE DOOm 

OF tHE DinOsaurs

New Evidence

AUTCH!
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Inspiring
Inst   agram

It is easy to waste lots of time on Instagram. We can 
spend hours looking at pretty pictures of people on 
holiday, famous athletes and everyone’s breakfast, 
lunch and dinner. Worse, we can quickly begin to feel 
bad about ourselves if we spend a lot of time looking at 
how great everyone else’s lives seem or how much more 
sporty, beautiful, or happy other people look in their 
pictures. However, there are more and more Instagram 
accounts that are being created simply for beauty, fun 
and inspiration. Take a look at the ways people are using 
social media to bring smiles to the online world.

Robert Jahns
@nois7
Did you ever make pictures in the clouds? 
If you’re Robert Jahns, that’s your job!

See the world with more imagination 
through Nois7, a collection of digital art 
photographs. Robert combines diff erent 
photos so you can see the Eiff el Tower 
in a snow‑covered wilderness, a whale 
swimming in the canals of Venice or 
the Empire State Building hiding in a million 
balloons. Not only can this Instagram 
account inspire you to travel, perhaps it can 
make you see the everyday world around 
you with more imagination, too.

Camila Rosa
@camixvx
Brazil isn’t just for taking a holiday – it’s 
for getting inspired, too.

Camila Rosa is a Brazilian illustrator 
who makes bold illustrations that 
remind people of the power, beauty, fun 
and rights of women and girls around 
the world. She likes to draw mainly Latin 
American women because they have 
a diff erent culture and idea of beauty 
than the rest of the world. She sees her 
work as a way to educate women and girls 
on their rights and self‑worth.

James Trevino
@james_trevino
What do you do with your books after 
you fi nish reading them? If you’re James 
Trevino, you make art with them!

A Romanian book lover and collector, 
James Trevino not only reads a lot, but 
he creates art from books. He is known as 
a “bookstagrammer”. He likes to interest 
people in reading by creating scenes for 
fans of movies and books, or just funny 
pictures – like him swimming in the sea 
with a fi sh tail made of books. Of course 
he doesn’t come up with his ideas all 
alone. He has a good friend, Elizabeth 
Sagan, who helps him discover new ideas, 
create designs and take photographs. 
She’s a bookstagrammer, too.

Hannah 
Hanover 
(USA)
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Humans of New York
@humansofny
Did you know that there are 8.6 million 
people living in New York City… and 
they each have a story? Humans of 
New York was started by a young street 
photographer, Brandon Stanton. Every 
day he walks around the huge city of New 
York taking street portraits and asking 
people questions about themselves. Many 
people tell him very personal stories to 
share online. They can be sad, beautiful, 
funny or all three. Brandon often uses 
his social media fame to raise money for 
charities and for people like refugees or 
poor children.

#trashtag
Do you know a place covered in trash that 
could use a clean‑up? Well, guess what – it’s 
a world movement and trending #trashtag.

#Trashtag started as a challenge 
when a young Algerian man, Drici Tani 
Younes, took a “before” photo of himself 
posing in a garbage‑filled natural place, 
and an “after” picture of himself in 

the same place, but with all the trash 
collected and put in bags. The #trashtag 
quickly became popular as a call to 
get out and do something positive for 
the environment. Now, #trashtag has been 
used over 50,000 times as people around 
the world clean up their homes and travel 
destinations.

Agoraphobic Traveller
@streetview.portraits
Are you really scared of anything? Do you 
ever worry that your fears limit your 
creativity?

Agoraphobia is a deep fear of becoming 
trapped in a place. People who suffer from 
it feel anxiety or get panic attacks in open 
spaces, public places or anywhere outside 
their home. It can cause real unhappiness. 
Since The Agoraphobic Traveller feels 
panic and anxiety when travelling or in 
new situations, she explores the world and 
takes beautiful pictures through Google 
Street View, showing that fear doesn’t 
need to stop us from finding beauty.

Risa Rodil
@risarodil
Artists are not made overnight; it takes time 
to be successful making things you love.

The account for Risa Rodil doesn’t 
have ordinary photos. It features fun 
and inspirational illustrations based on 
everything from self respect to Captain 
America. She’s been making art since the age 
of 14 and doesn’t plan to quit. Everything 
on her account is drawn by hand.

National Geographic 
Travel
@natgeotravel
Did you know that the world’s most 
famous nature photographers have an 
Instagram account? 

National Geographic is a well‑known 
organization that connects people to 
the world they live in through stories, 
photos and films from around the world. 
The National Geographic Travel Instagram 
account collects photos from their 
amazing photographers of exotic locations 
and local people, to help everyone feel 
more connected to the world.
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eD SHeeRAN

Singer ed Sheeran is a huge star. He 
has sold more than 45 million albums, 
won many awards and sold out 
concerts around the world. And he is 
still only 28 years old. However, he 
wasn’t quite so popular when he was 
a kid. In fact, he describes himself as 
“a very, very, very weird child”.
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Working Out of Weird
Ed certainly faced some challenges. He was 
born without an eardrum1 and grew up with 
a squint2, a stutter3 and a red birthmark4 
around one eye. He wore glasses and had 
striking5 red hair. He said that he was bullied6 
every day at school.

Music was what saved him. He started 
singing in a church choir7 at the age of 4 
and started learning the guitar. When he 
was 11, he began writing songs. Then, still 
a teenager, he left home to start a music 
career. He says: “From the age of 16, I had to 
take it very seriously because it was the only 
thing that I was doing at that time.”

He was not an instant 
success; he worked incredibly 
hard for it. In one year 
he played 300 gigs. He 
also owes some of his 
success to social media. 
He posted videos of 
himself singing online 
and eventually caught 
the attention of other 
artists. One opportunity led to 
another, and now of course, he’s 
a megastar. Even if you’re not a fan, 
you must have heard some of his songs, such 
as “Shape of You”, “Thinking Out Loud” or 
“The A Team”.

Success at a Price
While Ed’s own songs have been big hits, he 
has also written songs with and for other 
artists, like Justin Bieber’s “Love Yourself”, 
The Weeknd’s “Dark Times”, One Direction’s 
“18” and “Everything Has Changed” with his 
close friend Taylor Swift. 

And not only has he worked with 
some big names in music, he’s also taken 
the opportunity to work as an actor. He’s 
appeared on the TV series Game of Thrones 
and in the movie Bridget Jones’s Baby among 

others. This summer, you will be able to see 
him in the new British comedy Yesterday.

But this big success came at a price. Ed said 
that after he became famous he hid himself in 
his apartment for four months: “I couldn’t just 
go out and get a pint of milk. I always wanted to 
maintain normality. I was ordering takeaways 
and putting on a lot of weight.”

Overcoming Problems
Later Ed also struggled with substance 
abuse*. His now wife, Cherry Seaborn, helped 
him through that. The two of them took 
a year off  and went travelling together. They 
fi rst met each other at secondary school, and 
now, years later, they are married with cats.

Another decision he made to help clear 
his head was to stop using his phone and 
social media. He says: “My mind was defi nitely 
more settled*. I didn’t have as much anxiety, 
because I didn’t have as many people 
wanting things from me. Or I wasn’t aware of 
the people who wanted things from me. Also, 
I started having conversations with people, 
rather than just going into my phone.”

A Magnet for Injuries
While switching off  and travelling with his 
wife was clearly enjoyable, he had to deal 
with a serious injury only six months into 

their trip. He accidentally stepped 
into a geyser in Iceland and 

badly burned his foot in nearly 
200‑degree water. It was 
so serious he had to be 
air‑lifted* to hospital. He 
says: “I couldn’t walk for 
a couple of months… It was 
disgusting when they put 

the skin graft* on.”
And that’s not the only 

major injury he’s had in his 
life. Once he burst8 his eardrum 

diving off  a yacht. Another time he 
accidentally cut his hand on a broken bottle 
when playing drums with beer bottles and 
got 12 stitches9 – right before a gig. Luckily, it 
managed to heal so he is still able to play the 
guitar today.

But the most bizarre and mysterious 
injury was the one that gave him the scar10 
on his face. He claimed that it happened 
at a party with Princess Beatrice 
(granddaughter of Queen Elizabeth II). 
She had a sword11 and was pretending to 
knight12 James Blunt, another musician. 
Unfortunately, she didn’t realise that Ed was 
standing nearby, and she accidentally cut his 
face with the sword. This story went around 
the world. But according to James Blunt, 

the tale of the royal sword‑cut was just 
a joke. James said: “Ed was drunk, messing 
around13, and he cut himself… we made 
a fancy story up; people fell for it.” Ed himself 
hasn’t confi rmed it was a joke, so who knows 
where the truth really lies.

Be Yourself
Luckily, all of that royal drama didn’t prevent 
Ed from being awarded an MBE (Member of 
the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire) 
a year later for services to music and charity. 
So it seems this “very weird” child has turned 
out pretty well. And in his opinion, we shouldn’t 
see being weird or diff erent as a problem. As 
he says: “Be yourself, embrace* your quirks14. 
Being weird is a wonderful thing.”
Jackie Fox (NZ)

Vocabulary
1 eardrum  [ ɪ̍ədrʌm] – ušný bubienok
2 squint  [skwɪnt] – škúlenie
3 stutt �er � �[ˈstʌtə(r)] – koktanie
4 birthmark  [ˈbɜːθmɑːk] – materské znamienko
5 striking  [ˈstraɪkɪŋ] – nápadný
6 to bully  [ˈbʊli] – šikanovať
7 choir  [ˈkwaɪə(r)] – zbor

8 to burst  [bɜːst] – pretrhnúť
9 sti �tch � �[stɪtʃ] – steh

10 scar  [skɑː(r)] – jazva
11 sword  [sɔːd] – meč
12 to knight  [naɪt] – pasovať na ryti era
13 to mess around  [mes] – robiť hlúposti , 

baviť sa 
14 quirk  [kwɜːk] – zvláštnosť, výstrednosť

Being 
weird is 

a wonderful 
thing.

Music Maths
Ed Sheeran has released three albums so 
far, and all of them are named after math 
symbols: + (plus), x (multiply) and ÷ (divide). 
What’s the story behind these names?

+ got its name because it added to 
the collection of songs Ed had released 
before. x was supposed to multiply 
the previous album’s success. He wanted ÷ to 
“feel a bit schizophrenic” with a very varied 
selection of songs.

Will his next album be called –? Ed once 
spoke about recording an acoustic album 
with this title, but we’ll have to wait and see.

ed sheeran will be one of the main stars of this year’s 
sziget Festival in Budapest. He will play on August 7th.

ed sheeran is good friends with American singer 
taylor swift.

others. This summer, you will be able to see 

Glossary*
freak  [friːk] – a person who is 

considered to be unusual because 
of the way they look or behave

substance abuse  [ˈsʌbstəns əˈbjuːs] – 
taking drugs or drinking too much 
alcohol

sett � led � �[ˈsetld] – calm and 
comfortable

to �air-lift �  � �[ˈeəlɪft ] – to take away by 
a plane or helicopter

graft �  � �[ɡrɑːft ] – a piece of healthy skin 
used to repair a damaged part

to embrace  [ɪmˈbreɪs] – to accept 
happily
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A diFFerent
SuMMer

what will you be doing during your 
two glorious months of freedom? we’ve 
put together a few ideas for activities you 
might not have thought about but you might 
fall in love with this summer. 

AdVentureS in the MountAinS
There’s lots of fun to be had in 
the mountains in summer, and not just 
cycling and hiking. If you’re looking for 
something cool and diff erent to try, you 
could think about an adventure like via 
ferrata or a survival course. 

A via ferrata is basically a climbing 
route with fi xed cables, steps and other 
supports, so you can climb safely. But 
safely doesn’t always mean easily. 
The most popular ones in Slovakia are in 
Slovenský raj and Jánošíkové diery. Some 
are quick and easy, others are diffi  cult 
and need a lot of physical fi tness. They 
are all safe, though: you need to be brave 
to overcome your own fear, not to risk 
your life. Some of them, like in Martinské 
hole, are only accessible with a proper 
equipment.

For an altogether diff erent kind of 
adventure, and one that you’ll never forget, 
you could try a survival course. Could you 
start a fi re without a lighter? Build a shelter? 
Find water in the wild and make sure it’s 
safe to drink? Can you tell the time without 
a watch or orient without a compass? 

Survival skills like these are great to learn, 
and not just because you’ll be a hero if your 
plane crash‑lands* in the middle of the wild. 
With these skills you know that you are 
not completely reliant* on technology 
and civilisation. That feels great, and it’s 
also a lot of fun! Adventure Park Karpaty, 
for example, off ers a course specialized on 
the Carpathian fauna and fl ora. It teaches 
about the local nature and how to survive 
in it becoming a part of it and making the 
best out of it without harming it.

Glossary*
to �crash-land �– to land a plane unexpectedly 

because of an emergency; someti mes it can 
result in serious damage or injuries

reliant – dependin g on something (you cannot 
do anything without it)

archery – shooti ng arrows
race against the clock – an att empt to 

do something in a short amount of ti me

Paul Farrington-Douglas 
(UK)
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Fun in the City
Summer days in the countryside are great, but we can’t all 
get out of town every day. And for people who live in villages, 
a trip to the city can be an escape. And that’s our key idea 
here: escape.

Have you ever played an escape game? Friends work together to 
solve puzzles, complete a story and escape from a locked room. 
Each game is like being in a movie – part story, part role‑play, part 
puzzle. Now the new trend is to take these games outdoors using 
smartphone apps. You still work together to solve puzzles and 
tasks to complete a story, but now each storyline takes place not 
just in one room, but across part of a city. There are all kinds of 
stories. Some games are a race against the clock*, and in others 
you play in teams and compete against each other. 

A lot of the games take place in Bratislava, but some take place 
elsewhere, such as in Liptovský Mikuláš (Paradox, Rebus Room) 

or Bojnice (Mysterium). If you live somewhere else, it’s worth 
travelling to play: it’s not just a fun way to spend a few hours with 
friends, it can be a really cool way to explore a new place. 

AdrenAline on the WAter
In the heat of the summer, it’s great to escape to the water. 
Swimming and canoeing are classic summer activities, but 
why not try something more thrilling this year? 

The number‑one Slovak destination for water sports is Liptov. 
Liptovská Mara is the biggest water reservoir in Slovakia and 
offers many activities for people who enjoy water sports.

If you’ve watched windsurfers from the shore you might think 
it’s a slow, relaxing, even rather boring activity, but it’s a lot more 
thrilling than it looks. 

If you’re after a real adrenalin rush, try kitesurfing. You 
have to learn how to handle a big, powerful kite and balance 
properly on the surfboard, and you’re guaranteed a lot of falling, 
swimming and laughing along the way. But it’s crazy fun.

Don’t fancy spending all your time falling in the water? You 
could also try sailing. It’s less about adrenaline and more about 
learning the technical skills to control a boat. Or, if you just want 
to enjoy and let the others be active, you can rent a catamaran 
boat and have a cruise to remember.
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coMpetitioN

Create 
a Comic 

Page

Create 
a Comic 

Page

You guys are amazing. Last year you blew our 
minds with your stories. This year, you’ve wowed 
us with your comics. Once again, the entries for 
our year-long competition have shown us what 
incredible readers we have, and it’s been almost 
impossible to pick just eight winners. 

Your comics came in every style imaginable 
and told every kind of story. There were simple 
line drawings, photocollages and watercolour 
paintings. Some of you took a humorous or serious 
look at real life, some went with funny puns. 
Many of your comics were thought-provoking and 
philosophical, and a few were deeply personal. 

Here are our eight winners, in no particular 
order. We’re not going to say too much about 
the winning comics because Bridge readers will 
see them printed on the back page of each issue 
over the next year.

BOhuSlav argaláš 
(Súkromná stredná umelecká škola, 

Žilina) submitted a beautiful 
story about wolves. We enjoyed 

the unique visual style and 
the unexpected ending. 

verOnika Belan 
(Gymnázium J. A. Komenského, 
Želiezovce) told a story about 
a girl leaving home for the first 

time, and the astonishing discovery 
she makes. 

Júlia MacákOvá 
(Súkromná stredná umelecká 

škola, Žilina) sent a pencil-drawn 
comic set on a strange but lovely 

planet. We particularly loved 
the rich colours.

vendula nguyenOvá
(Gymnázium M. Koperníka, 
Bílovec) made us laugh with 
her comic about an untidy 
teenage bedroom, especially 
the little details hidden in 

the pictures.

PhaM Thi Thien Trang 
(Gymnázium Cheb) told a story 

of an everyday moment in 
the life of a teenage introvert. 

It’s lovely artwork, and the story 
is very relatable.

kaTeřina PindurOvá, 
eliška rárOvá & 

Michaela SOkOlOvá 
(SŠ gastronomie, oděvnictví 

a služeb, Frýdek-Místek) made 
us laugh at their dialogue 

between an embarrassing dad 
(and his awful jokes) and his 

teenaged daughter.

adéla PreiSlerOvá & 
anna vašičkOvá 

(VOŠ a SPŠG Hellichova, Praha) 
used a collage style to make jokes 
out of famous old statues. Very 

clever, very funny, and completely 
disrespectful of our cultural 
heritage (in a good way).

kaTeřina ZaPleTalOvá 
(VOŠ a SPŠG Hellichova, Praha) sent 
us some of the most wonderful (that 
is, awful) punning we’ve seen in a long 
time. We laughed, and you will, too. 

TO all Our winnerS, 
cOngraTulaTiOnS! 

you can look forward 
to a 100 euro alza 

voucher.

The Teacher Of every winner 
gets a voucher for the Bridge e-bookshop: 

Jan Havel, Jiřina Hoření, Margareta 
Kiánek, Hana Orlová, Viera Sebínová, 

Richard Satinský

We hope you’ll enjoy seeing 
your comics printed on the back 

of Bridge next year. To 
the dozens of you who haven’t 

won, thank you for taking 
part – and keep creating!
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If you’d been 
a teenager back 
at the end of 

the 1980s, you would probably 
have been much more careful 
about taking photos. Serious 
photographers had seriously 
good cameras, but as a teenager, 
you’d probably have had 
a “point‑and‑shoot”. They were 
rubbish. There was no screen, 
there was no control over 
the photo – no zooming in, no 
changing the settings, no 
fi lters, no way to see how 
the picture would look. 
“Point and shoot”? More 
like “click and hope”.

Plus, photos were expensive. 
You needed to buy a fi lm with 
room for 24 or 36 pictures; in 
the UK, they cost about £3–£4 
(about 10 Euro in today’s money). 
You then needed to get the fi lm 
made into pictures (at a cost 

of about £2 per fi lm plus 10p 
per photo). That would usually 
take a few days or so, and until 
then you’d have no idea if your 
pictures had worked at all. It was 
exciting to wait and get those 
pictures, but often disappointing. 
Just think of how many photos 
get ruined by someone moving at 
the wrong moment.

One for the album
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Whether we prefer artsy images of shadows on 
the pavement, photos to remind us of a happy family 
holiday or duckface selfi es on nights out with friends, 
most of us like to take photos. People have always 
wanted a way to preserve memories for the future, but it’s 
a lot easier than it used to be. 

Serious 
photographers 
still have 

serious cameras, but everyday 
cameras like those old point‑
and‑shoots are mostly a thing 
of the past. Why would you use 
one? We have cameras on our 
smartphones. Even a cheap 
smartphone can take better 
pictures than the everyday 
cameras of the ’80s. And most 
mid‑range* phones are better 
than even a good digital point‑
and‑shoot from a few years ago. 

A good standalone (= not 
combined with another device) 
camera is still the best option for 
the real photography lover, but 
phone cameras are catching up*. 
That’s thanks to much better 
lenses, better software running 
on the increasingly powerful 
computers in our phones and 
the newest development: 
multiple* lenses. Many phones 
now have two lenses; some, like 
the Huawei Mate 20 Pro, have 
three; the Galaxy A9 has four, 
the Nokia 9 PureView has fi ve 
and Sony is planning one with 
nine. Each lens records diff erent 
data, and software combines 
these together into a photo 

that you can edit and change 
afterwards. Some of these 
phones can save such complex 
information that you can even 
do things like change the focus 
(= what is sharp) after taking 
the picture.

You’ve probably heard 
older people moaning 
(= complaining) about 
the thousands 
of photos we 
take but never 
look at. The truth 
is that even those 
old, expensive printed 
pictures usually ended 
up in a box, never looked at. 
But if you want to laugh at 
your parents in their late‑’80s 
teenage fashions, you can 
probably fi nd the pictures. Will 
we still be able to look through 
our digital photo collections 
30 years from now?

NOw

THeN

Glossary*
mid-range �– neither the most 

expensive nor the cheapest; 
somewhere in the middle

to catch up – to reach the same 
quality

multi �ple �– more, many  

That’s thanks to much better 
lenses, better software running 
on the increasingly powerful 
computers in our phones and 
the newest development: 
multiple* lenses. Many phones 
now have two lenses; some, like 
the Huawei Mate 20 Pro, have 
three; the Galaxy A9 has four, 
the Nokia 9 PureView has fi ve 
and Sony is planning one with 
nine. Each lens records diff erent 

B1–B2 tHeN ANd NoW

One for the album
taking 
photos

Say 
cheeSe!
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UKážKA MEDzinároDnE UznávAnEJ sKúšKy

Achiever Level B1
ReADINg PART 2

Read the text. Use the sentences labelled A–G to complete 
the text. Write the letter of the missing sentence in the box 
in the correct gap. There is one extra sentence you will 
not need.

A woman who has difficulty walking got a parking ticket after 

parking in a space reserved for taxis. Mrs Amy Ross shops at her local 

supermarket but often finds that people who are not disabled have 

parked in all the parking spaces for disabled drivers. Mrs Ross has 

a problem with her knees.  1
  
They help her walk from her car to 

the shop and then back again when she has finished. Last week, all 

the disabled parking spaces were full when she arrived. She needed 

to do some shopping, so she parked in a taxi space but the council 

now say she’ll have to pay a parking fine.  2
  

Mrs Ross said, ‘Walking is very painful for me. There was 

nowhere else to park and I needed to do my shopping’.  3
  

The supermarket manager agrees with Mrs Ross that the council 

should do something. He knows that very often when Mrs Ross tries 

to park near the entrance, she can’t because other people, who are 

not disabled, have parked there.  4
  

We asked the council for their view. They said, ‘We’ve received 

a letter from Mrs Ross and do feel sorry for her.  5
  
This means 

she will have to pay the fine’.

Other shoppers have also complained about parking difficulties near 

the supermarket. They say the council should build a larger car park.  

6
  

A She has now complained to the council about this fine.

B He thinks that those people are being very selfish.

C Until this happens, it will continue to be difficult to find 
somewhere to park near the supermarket.

D This makes it so difficult for her to walk that shop staff help 
her with her shopping.

E She now also wants the council to do something to solve the 
parking problem.

F Moreover, it was the only space left, so she parked her car in it.

G However, she parked in a taxi area and that is not allowed.
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You will hear some conversations. You will hear each conversation twice. 
Choose the correct answers for each conversation.

Communicator Level B2
LISTeNINg PART 2

CONVeRSATION 1

1. What problem was there with the holiday?

a) She had to cut it short.
b) She had to change the dates.
c) She didn’t go away at all.

2. What was the woman’s attitude towards the builders?

a) Unimpressed by their work.
b) Happy with the results of their work.
c) Confi dent they could work unsupervised.

CONVeRSATION 2

3. How does the man feel about fi nding a job?

a) He prefers to take his time.
b) He doesn’t mind what he does.
c) He’s worried he can’t fi nd a job.

4. What is the woman suggesting the man should do?

a) Find a job as soon as possible.
b) Get experience of applying for jobs.
c) Decide what type of job he wants.

CONVeRSATION 3

5. What is the relationship between the two speakers?

a) Manager and employee.
b) Employee and job applicant.
c) Manager and possible client.

6. What is the man doing?

a) Instructing.
b) Informing.
c) Suggesting.

solutions in tF and in July
on the Bridge websiteS

Be heard and get famous 
(well, kind of) by writing for 

BRIDge magazine! 
From time to time, we have a chance to 
collaborate with some of you on our articles. 
The Events Diary, for instance, would be 
totally diff erent without your tips. For next 
year, we’re off ering a chance to work with us 
to write about things that you know about 
and love. You could even do research and 
conduct interviews. It will be rewarding, fun 
and a great way to get work experience.

To join, write to readers@bridge‑online.cz 
with the subject line “Reader Reporters”. You 
need to include your name, your age and 
the name of your school. You should also tell 
us a bit about yourself and your interests and 
briefl y outline 2–6 original ideas for possible 
articles. Everyone who joins will be added 
to a mailing list, and during the year we will 
write asking who would like to contribute. 
Please note that this is a volunteer 
programme, not a paid position. 

We are looking forward to hearing from you!

maKe 
BridGe 
yourS


